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The strand grid approach is a flow solution method where a prismatic-like grid using “strands” is grown to a short distance from the body surface to capture the viscous
boundary layer and the rest of the domain is covered using an adaptive Cartesian grid.
The approach offers several advantages in terms of nearly automatic grid generation and
adaptation, ability to implement fast and efficient flow solvers that use structured data
in both the strand and Cartesian grids, and the development of an efficient and highly
scalable domain connectivity algorithm. Earlier works by the authors presented meshing
and domain connectivity algorithms to automatically generate meshes for geometrically
and topologically complex test cases; and introduced a fully parallel and highly efficient
strand grid solver called mStrand. An initial attempt has also been made in automating the
generation of surface meshes starting from a closed parameterized surface. This paper aims
at developing an infrastructure in the strand grid framework to support fully automated
surface mesh adaptation, which will allow better use of the available degrees of freedom
and improve the overall automation process. The developed infrastructure is verified by
performing uniform surface mesh refinement on the ROBIN fuselage. In addition, an initial
demonstration of a solution-based surface mesh refinement is provided for the ONERA M6
wing configuration.

I.

Introduction

The use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) arise in many scientific and engineering applications.
One of the most notable difficultly in applying CFD early in the design process is the lack of automation in
mesh generation. With the advent of High Performance Computing (HPC), the fraction of time required for
mesh generation and problem setup has increased significantly. Lack of automation not only increases the
time required to set up and perform the analysis, it also introduces an immeasurable source of variability.
That is, the quality of the simulation results depends on the quality of the grids used, and an engineer with
a wealth of skills and experience in grid generation techniques will typically generate higher quality grids,
which results in higher quality results. Only through automation can reproducible results be generated by
quality rotorcraft engineers that are not highly trained in CFD grid generation procedures.
Adaptive Cartesian cut-cell1–4 and immersed boundary 5–7 methods achieve a high degree of automation
in grid generation. Using adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) they can automatically generate Cartesian
representations around almost any closed geometry, regardless of geometric complexity. As a result these
methods are used regularly today in design trade off analysis tools. The shortcoming of these methods is their
inability to resolve thin turbulent boundary layers in the high Reynolds number flows typically encountered
in full-scale aerospace vehicles. For a typical rotorcraft fuselage the viscous skin-friction drag can be as much
as half the total drag. Inability to resolve the viscous turbulent boundary layer is therefore a significant
hindrance.
Extensions of the cut-cell method to resolve the boundary layer have been explored by Berger and
Aftosmis8, 9 using a subgrid wall model. Brehm et al10 have explored extensions of immersed boundary methods using wall modeling. While these novel methods offer a potential alternative to traditional body-fitted
grid generation techniques and certainly deserve further exploration, they are still in the early development
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stages and have not demonstrated applicability for three dimensional full-scale rotorcraft and fixed wing
configurations.
Traditionally, there are two primary types of body-fitted gridding strategies - structured and unstructured
grids. Flow solution on a structured grid is efficient and allow use of higher order algorithms. However,
generating a structured grid, with either multi-block structured and/or overset meshes even for mildly
complex geometries can be extremely challenging and demands significant user expertise. On the other
hand, unstructured grids offer more flexibility in grid generation and problem setup for geometrically-complex
bodies such as fuselages and hubs. However, automating the unstructured grid generation is still not very
straightforward. Further, the overall computational cost to provide a level of accuracy comparable to a
structured grid solver is significantly higher for the unstructured grid solvers. Therefore, in order to perform
high-fidelity modeling and simulation in a nearly automated manner, an approach is needed that combines
high efficiency comparable to structured grid solvers with a more automated mesh generation strategy.
An alternative strategy to the pure Cartesianbased approaches for automated gridding is the overset
strand/Cartesian framework (referred to as strand grid
Strand
framework), introduced by Meakin et al.11 in 2007. In this
approach, a thin body-fitted “strand” mesh is constructed
Wake spacing
with high-aspect-ratio cells at the wall in order to resolve
the viscous turbulent boundary layer. The strand mesh genClipping index
eration process is fully automated by extending a viscousPointing vector
quality prismatic mesh directly from a surface tessellation
Wall spacing
composed of triangles and quadrilaterals. A near-body volume grid is constructed by inflating the surface grid along
curves that can be represented with just a few parametric
quantities. These curves, referred to as “strands”, are typSurface mesh
ically straight lines represented by a pointing vector and a
length (see Fig. 1). Strands extrude a short distance from Figure 1. Strand pointing vector and clipping inthe solid boundary and intersect with adaptive Cartesian dex.
grids, which cover the rest of the domain to the outer boundaries. The strand and the Cartesian grids are connected through an overset interface. The Cartesian grid is
automatically generated based on the wake spacing, which is the normal spacing at the outer boundary of
the strand grid.
Strand near-body meshes combined with Cartesian off-body grids not only have the potential for automatic viscous mesh generation and adaptation but can also provide other advantages. First, both strand
and Cartesian meshes possess some grid structure, facilitating efficient implementations of high-order accurate discretizations and solution methods such as high-order finite differencing, line-implicit solvers, and
directional multi-grid coarsening. Second, each strand can be represented with minimal information such
as strand direction and length, thus reducing the entire volume mesh description to primarily a surface
definition. This allows use of a highly efficient and scalable domain connectivity package12 to facilitate data
exchange between the two mesh types.
In the past, current authors have worked on developing specialized strand solver called mStrand13, 14 as a
part of HPCMP CREATETM -AV Helios framework, which provides a high-fidelity analysis capability to the
Department of Defense (DoD) for the acquisition of new rotary-wing aircraft. The authors have demonstrated
that the new strand solver is efficient and highly scalable, with accuracy similar to other legacy flow solvers.
More recently, current authors15 made advancements to strand volume meshing to handle topologically and
geometrically complex test cases with some limitations. From empirical evaluation, it became evident that
it is nearly impossible to prevent self-intersections in strand grids for realistic geometries, especially if the
strand grids are to extend a reasonable distance from the wall. This earlier work15 also developed capabilities
in the domain connectivity methodology for the treatment of self-intersecting meshes.
Application and verification of the strand grid framework to accurately predict flow-field around complex
geometries using volume meshes that are generated automatically in parallel at run time was presented
in Ref. 16. The results show that the solutions obtained with the strand framework using automatically
generated volume meshes are comparable to well-established flow solution procedures for most cases. In
certain cases, the solution accuracy were only satisfactory due to errors arising from less than desirable
mesh quality. To rectify these problems, the meshing algorithms were further advanced in Ref. 17, where

}
}
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improvements to the mesh smoothing strategy in addition to an algorithm to natively generate multi-stranded
mesh were presented. A more recent work18 also made an initial attempt towards automating the surface
mesh generation to simulate simple fuselages and rotor blades.
The current work aims at developing an infrastructure in the strand grid framework that can support fully
automated surface mesh adaptation, to allow better use of the available degrees of freedom, to either improve
the solution accuracy provided a given amount of computational resource or reduce the computational cost
required to attain a desired accuracy. The use of solution-based mesh adaptation in the near-body grid also
improves the overall automation process by removing the need for any human knowledge about the flow
solution. This paper describes the first steps in a framework to enable automated surface refinement for
strand meshes over the course of a simulation. The framework can currently handle runtime generation of
a new mesh, interpolation of solution from the old mesh to the new mesh and application of any underlying
mesh motion/deformation. The framework ensures that the solution procedure continues seamlessly on
the new mesh after adaptation without any human intervention. The developed framework is verified by
performing uniform surface mesh refinement on the ROBIN fuselage. In addition, an initial demonstration
of a solution-based surface mesh refinement is provided for the ONERA M6 wing configuration.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief description of the flow
solvers that are part of the strand grid framework in Helios. Section III describes the automated surface
meshing capability. Description of the automated strand/Cartesian volume mesh generation strategies is
given in section IV. A brief introduction to the newly developed infrastructure for handling adaptive meshes
is provided in section V. Next, the results are presented in section VI. Finally, concluding remarks are
offered in section VII.

II.

Description of Flow Solvers

This section provides a brief description of the near-body strand solver, mStrand,13 and the off-body
Cartesian solver, SAMCart.19
II.A.

Strand Near-Body Solver (mStrand)

mStrand is a specialized strand grid solver that uses a vertex-centered finite-volume spatial discretization.
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations in a general moving coordinate system in three
dimensions is solved. mStrand accommodates both quadrilateral and triangular surface elements and handles
general prismatic meshes in the normal (strand) direction. The Roe’s approximate Riemann solver20 is used
to compute the inviscid conservative fluxes. The second-order gradients are limited using a differentiable
form of Van-Albada’s limiter21 in both the streamwise and the strand directions. The solver incorporates a
second-order implementation of full Navier-Stokes for the viscous terms (no thin-layer approximation) and
the option of using the Spalart-Allmaras22 or the Menter’s k − ω SST23, 24 turbulence models implemented
with a first order discretization. More recently, the solver is also equipped with a first order discretization of
several transition models including the Langtry-Menter,25 Medida-Baeder26 and Coder’s AFT27, 28 models.
Implicit solution is performed using a fully coupled (mean-flow and turbulence equations) preconditioned
GMRES.29 A specialized strand-based preconditioner is constructed from first-order Jacobian terms that
require only nearest neighbor contributions. A fully parallel implementation of mStrand is obtained by
partitioning the surface mesh into contiguous blocks on the basis of surface elements using Metis.30 More
details of the mStrand solver can be found in Ref. 13.
II.B.

Cartesian Off-body Solver (SAMCart)

A structured adaptive solver SAMCart is used for the Cartesian off-body grid. The parallel mesh adaptive
capability is provided by the SAMRAI31 library and the solution in each block is obtained using a solver called
Cart. The Cart solver uses a high-order central differencing scheme - 6th order with 5th order dissipation
for the inviscid terms and 4th order for the viscous terms. Cart implements the Spalart-Allmaras22 and
Menter’s k − ω SST23, 24 turbulence models in RANS or DES form. Cart also supports various transition
models available in the strand solver. The solver includes an implicit second order BDF2 time integration
scheme with LU-SGS and diagonalized ADI implicit operators. Further description of SAMCart can be
found in Refs. 32 and 33.
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III.

Surface Mesh Generation

The starting point for automated meshing is a closed parameterized surface. The ideal surface definition
for meshing differs depending on whether the geometry is a bluff body or an aerodynamic body. If the
surface is a bluff body, such as a fuselage or hub, the geometry is described through a closed-surface CAD. If
the surface has an aerodynamic shape, such as a helicopter rotor or wing, the geometry is described through
a selection of 2D airfoil cross-sections, twist, taper, sweep, anhedral, etc.; parameters typically used by rotor
design codes. Below are the details of both these surface-meshing approaches.
III.A.

CAD-based Surface
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To support surface mesh generation from CAD at runtime, HPCMP CREATETM -MG Capstone v10.134
SDK is interfaced with Helios through a python interface. The geometry may be described by a closedsurface CAD format like IGES or STEP. Capstone generates a triangulated surface mesh based on the three
user-inputs listed below.
1. Surface spacing: Maximum allowed surface spacing. Defaults to 0.01×model length.
2. Min/max ratio: Computes the minimum surface spacing from the maximum allowed surface spacing.
This parameter allows curvature-based sizing to the surface mesh generation. Defaults to 1.0.
3. Surface scaling: Used to scale the mesh to support grid refinement studies. Mesh size varies inversely
to the square of this parameter. Defaults to 1.0.
Earlier versions of Helios would generate surface meshes of roughly uniform spacing and required only the
surface spacing as input. However, accurate simulation of complex geometries using uniform-spaced meshes
can only be achieved with extremely large meshes that has very fine spacing over the entire surface. In the
latest release of Helios and as a part of current work, fully-automated simulation of complex geometries is
made feasible by tapping into Capstone’s ability to perform curvature-based refinement. The curvature-based
sizing is determined by the input, min/max ratio.
As a note, since IGES or STEP formats are not guaranteed to be closed, the recommended practice is
to open up the CAD in Capstone, verify it is closed, and save it as a *.cre CREATE geometry format.
Helios can take as input IGES, STEP, or CRE format. However, the case will stop immediately if the code
experiences an non-closed geometry which is why the CRE format is recommended.
III.B.

Aerodynamic Surface

Rotor designers tend to define blades based on airfoil series cross sections with planform twist, chord, sweep,
and anhedral properties. While it is certainly possible to construct a closed CAD geometry from this
description, a better approach is to construct the blade surface meshing directly using the information in
the blade’s original description.
An earlier work by the current authors18 developed a utility called bladeGen for automatic surface
meshing of blades in strand grid framework. The tool generates structured quadrilateral-based surface grid
through the span of the blade and closes the root and tip caps with a triangulated surface to form a closed a
geometry. The bladeGen utility interacts with the Helios and the strand grid framework through a python
interface; which allows runtime generation of surface grid using the bladeGen input file given by the extension
”.bgen”. All the sectional properties are linearly interpolated between the defined radial stations. The root
and tip caps are triangulated using a 2-D constrained Delaunay tessellation.35 More details about bladeGen
can be found in Ref. 18.
The current work adds support for creating rounded root and tip caps along with the earlier option to
generate square caps. The current work also adds the option to provide a surface scaling parameter, similar
to that available in CAD-based meshing, to support grid refinement studies.

IV.

Volume Mesh Generation

This section provides a brief description of strand and Cartesian mesh generation strategies.
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IV.A.

Strand Mesh Generation

The strand mesh generation method consists of building several strand mesh layers, starting from the initial
surface tessellation, and using the previous envelope surface as initial or base surface for each layer. Note
that the number of strand layers is different from the number of points along each strand in the final mesh.
The former is typically a small number below 5, and the latter is typically 50-100 depending on the resolution
required. Two primary algorithms are used to generate each layer of the mesh– 1) CLOVIS, which stands for
closest vertex in the isosurface of distance field, and 2) constrained elastic method for smoothing. Below is
a brief summary of these methods. More details of these algorithms can be found in Refs. 15, 17.
1. Generate a thin initial strand layer with multiple strands emanating from vertices on very convex edges
to improve mesh quality and coverage. Multiple strands are also generated at corners with visibility
constraints.
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2. Generate single-strand mesh layer, with thickness L, each strand joining a surface vertex to the closest
point on the isosurface of distance field at L, IL , using the CLOVIS method.
3. Smooth the top tessellation by solving a constrained elasticity problem. Each edge is assumed to be a
zero-rest-length spring with stiffness inversely proportional to corresponding edge length on the lower
tessellation, and each vertex is constrained to remain on or above the isosurface IL .
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 using the envelope surface as base for the next layer. The thickness for each
layers is computed based on the desired number of layers and extent of the final strand mesh.
Note that most parts of the above algorithm are performed in a fully parallel manner except for the
determination of the multiple strands at the necessary nodes. The CLOVIS method is done on a per-strand
basis and is embarrassingly parallel. The constrained elastic smoothing method uses the nearest neighbor
information and is also very amenable to parallelization.
Evaluation of realistic geometries using the available meshing techniques indicated that it is nearly
impossible to generate meshes without self-intersections for realistic geometries, even simple ones such as a
wing-body test case. Both local and non-local self-intersections can exist in realistic strand meshes. Local
intersections occur between immediately neighboring cells and are caused by surface curvature, i.e. when
the generating wall surface has highly concave areas. Non-local intersections are caused by topological
constraints and geometric features that extend away from a main body.
Both the inter-mesh and the intra-mesh connectivity in the strand grid framework are performed by a
package called OSCAR,12, 15 which is developed by one of the co-authors. OSCAR utilizes the compact
nature of strand grid to speed-up the overall domain connectivity process. Details of the algorithm can be
found in Ref. 15.
IV.B.

Cartesian Mesh

The Cartesian grid is generated following a Berger and Colella-style36 multi-level block-structured AMR
(SAMR) grid hierarchy. The coarsest level defines the physical extent of the computational domain and new
levels are constructed from coarsest to finest. Each finer level is formed by selecting cells on the coarser
level and then clustering the marked cells together to form block regions that will constitute the new finer
level. The result is a hierarchy composed of nested refinement levels, with each level formed as a union of
logically-rectangular grid regions.
The Cartesian grid is refined to match specified mesh spacing ratio, α, at the extents of the strand mesh,
as demonstrated in Fig. 2. The location of the clip index elements (x, y, z) and the wake spacing ∆s are
provided to the Cartesian grid generator (a), cells on the Cartesian grid system that contain strand outer
boundary elements are checked (b) to see whether the Cartesian grid spacing ∆x is greater than the specified
factor of the wake spacing α∆s. If they are, ∆x > α∆s, the Cartesian cell is marked for refinement. All
marked cells are clustered to construct a new finer level in the hierarchy. The process is repeated until
no Cartesian cells are marked, fully satisfying overset donor-receiver requirements and ensuring good mesh
overlap at the strand/Cartesian overset boundary.
After the initial generation of adaptive Cartesian grids to satisfy geometric requirements, grids are subsequently adapted throughout the simulation. Mesh cells that contain regions of swirling flow are identified
using the scaled q-criteria scheme proposed by Kamkar et al.37 Alternative solution quantities – e.g., vorticity
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(b) Cartesian refinement to match spacing
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Figure 2. Off-body adaptive Cartesian mesh generation to resolve overset interface between strand and Cartesian grids.

or Q-criteria magnitude, density variation, entropy, etc. – could readily be substituted to drive refinement in
the adaptive solution procedure. However, the scaled q-criterion automates the wake refinement procedure,
which is an advantage over other quantities. If a defined quantity such as vorticity or Q criteria is used,
predicting beforehand the appropriate threshold is often difficult. Also, the strength of the vortex wake may
be variable throughout the simulation. Multiple runs are therefore required to determine a suitable threshold
quantity. The scaled q quantity requires no such tuning and automatically adjusts to the changing scales of
rotational flow in the wake.
IV.C.

Automation of Volume Mesh Generation

Full automation of mesh generation is an important desired feature. The strand volume mesh generation
requires the following inputs: 1) a surface tessellation, which can be composed of either triangles or quadrilaterals or a mix of both, 2) a strand length, which determines the outer extent of the strand grid, 3) a wall
spacing to achieve a desired y+, and 4) a desired wake spacing, which is the normal spacing at the strand
outer boundary. and 5) a ratio of the near-body to the off-body mesh resolution at the overset interface.
In an earlier work, current authors38 analyzed the sensitivity of rotorcraft simulation to these input
parameters and provided a best practice guideline to set these values. Based on the previous study, the
default values of various input parameters are set as: 1) strand length → 0.4 × reference length used to
compute the Reynolds number, 2) wall spacing → computed based on y+ = 1 at the flow Reynolds number,
3) number of normal strand points → 51, and 4) wake spacing → 0.08 × strand length. and 5) ratio of the
near-body to the off-body mesh resolution → 1. The user can choose to either manually set the above listed
meshing input parameters or they will be set to the default values. Other intrinsic parameters required for
generating the strand mesh include the number of strand layers, the number of elastic smoothing iterations
etc. These parameters are currently set based on heuristics to give a good quality volume mesh, but they
will be improved further in the future. As mentioned before, the auto-generated strand mesh can selfintersect, and these intersections are automatically cleared during the simulation. The off-body Cartesian
mesh is generated automatically and adapted after the strand mesh is generated. The entire volume mesh
generation is performed in parallel at run time and takes anywhere from few seconds to minutes depending
on the problem size and the number of processors used for the simulation.

V.

Adaptive Surface Meshing

Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) is an powerful tool to make better use of the available degrees of
freedom to improve the solution accuracy. AMR also provides a way to capture more of the essential flow
physics on a given computational resource. In general, AMR involves an increase in the number of grid cells
in regions with significant flow or geometric features and a decrease in number of grid cells at uninteresting
regions. Unlike a fixed mesh that is generated fully or partially agnostic of the flow solution, a solution-based
adaptive mesh is intimately linked to the flow-field solution and alters as the flow field develops. Automatic
adaptation of meshes based on flow solution also significantly reduces the need for human intervention.
The use of AMR is becoming more widespread in both the structured and unstructured grids. For
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structured grids, hierarchical-type AMR techniques31, 36 have been well established. Note that, the offbody Cartesian mesh in the strand grid framework is already equipped with multi-level block-structured
AMR capability for several years now. For the unstructured grids, metric-based mesh adaptation has gained
broader application. Loseille et al.39 demonstrated the potential of metric-based anisotropic mesh adaptation
using several three-dimensional test cases. A review of the progress made in anisotropic mesh adaptation
for CFD during the last decade is given by Alauzet and Loseille.40
The objective of this work is to develop an infrastructure that can support AMR in the near-body strand
mesh. The strand mesh has a unique data structure that is unstructured on the surface and structured in
the normal direction. This will allow the use of various unstructured grid adaptation techniques for surface
mesh adaptation and the structured grid adaptation methodologies for the strand volume mesh adaptation.
The initial focus is to achieve surface mesh adaptation within the strand grid framework. Future work will
pursue volume mesh adaptation.
The mesh adaptation process can be decomposed into individual steps consisting of the flow solution,
error estimation or flow feature detection, mesh size estimation, mesh generation and solution interpolation
(see Fig. 3). An infrastructure is being developed under strand grid framework to support all these individual
steps. Currently, all the steps except the error estimation and mesh size estimation step is incorporated.

Figure 3. Solution-based mesh adaptation process.

The main strength of the strand grid framework is the fully automated parallel mesh generation process.
In addition, the overset domain connectivity module (PUNDIT)41 within Helios is extremely fast, fully
parallel and has been very well tested. Therefore, the infrastructure for adaptive meshing is developed such
that a new mesh is created every time the mesh needs to be adapted. PUNDIT is equipped to handle
the interpolation between the old and the new meshes. Regenerating the mesh eliminates the possibility of
ending up with poor quality mesh elements during adaptation process.
Prior to this work, the strand solver mStrand already had the ability handle multiple meshes. As a part
of this work, the mesh dataset in mStrand is converted to a linked list instead of a fixed size array, to allow
for easy addition and deletion of meshes. During the adaptation process, the new mesh is appended to
meshes list and the old mesh is deleted when the solution transfer is completed. The adaptation process
within strand grid framework consists of following steps:
1. mStrand computes an estimate of the error or detects flow features. Currently, the solver is equipped
with a rudimentary shock sensor, which will be discussed later in the results section. Adaptation to
error or adjoint quantities will be explored in future work.
2. mStrand determines the sizing field. This step is also under development.
3. A new surface mesh is generated using the sizing field information. The surface mesh on a CAD-based
geometry is generated using Capstone and bladeGen is used for aerodynamic surfaces.
4. Both near-body and off-body volume meshes are generated as discussed in section IV.
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5. mStrand appends the new mesh to its meshes list. In mStrand, all the meshes are partitioned to run
across all the available processors. As a result, the solver is fully load balanced at all times. The new
mesh is partitioned in a similar manner to run on all the processors. Next, all the memory associated
with the flow solution on this new mesh is initialized.
6. mStrand passes the new mesh information to MELODI (Mesh-motion, Loading and Deformation Interface),42 a fluid-structure interface designed to facilitate aero/structure exchanges for rotors. MELODI
applies all the necessary motions and deformations to the new mesh. The new mesh is now positioned
to receive interpolated solution from the old mesh.
7. PUNDIT receives the new mesh information and the solution is interpolated from the old mesh to the
new mesh.
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8. mStrand updates the solution of the new mesh using PUNDIT provided data. The old mesh is deleted
from the meshes list and solution proceeds.
Note that all the steps are performed at runtime without any user intervention. Excepting the surface
mesh generation, all other processes are done in parallel. Further, most of information transfer between
different modules in Helios is done by exchanging python pointers. File I/O is used minimally to transfer
some relatively small data.

VI.

Results

The infrastructure developed for handling surface adaptation is tested for drag calculations ROBIN
fuselage43 and the transonic flow past ONERA M6 wing.
VI.A.

ROBIN Fuselage

To demonstrate the ability to handle adaptive surface meshes on a CAD-based geometry, calculations are
performed on the ROBIN helicopter fuselage. The ROtor Body INteraction (ROBIN)43 is a generic helicopter
fuselage geometry used for combined computational and experimental efforts to assess helicopter fuselage
drag. The analytically-defined geometry was tested in the 2ft × 3ft Boundary Layer Channel Wind Tunnel
located at NASA Langley Research Center. Model dimensions and tunnel flow characteristics are documented
in Table 1.
Model Length L
Freestream Mach, M∞
Reynolds Number, ReL
Angle of Attack

28.235 in
0.1 (34 m/s)
1.6 × 106
0o

Table 1. Operating conditions for ROBIN fuselage calculations.

In order to verify the solution using adaptive surface mesh, initial simulations are done using six different
fixed meshes with varying surface tessellations. Note that the entire mesh system - the surface mesh, the
strand volume mesh and the off-body Cartesian mesh is generated at runtime. The surface mesh is generated
using Capstone. Two types of meshes are used - 1) Type A, that has uniformly spaced surface tessellation 2)
Type B, that has a min/max ratio of 0.5, which provides refinement based on the curvature. Three different
surface resolutions from coarse to fine is studied for both the mesh types. A summary of the characteristics
of all the meshes is given in Table 2. To highlight the main difference between the type A and B meshes,
Fig. 4 shows the surface tessellation of type A coarse, type B medium and type A medium meshes. Type
B medium mesh has surface resolution similar to Type A medium mesh in curved regions and a resolution
comparable to Type A coarse mesh in flat regions. Therefore, a type B mesh has fewer degrees of freedom
compared to a type A mesh with corresponding resolution.
The volume meshing parameters are set to their default values in all cases. Figure 5 shows the autogenerated volume mesh for the type A fine grid setup. Cartesian refinement targets the outer boundary of
the strand mesh, refining until the Cartesian spacing matches the cell size of the outer extents of the strand
mesh.
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Mesh
Type
A

B

Resolution
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Coarse
Medium
Fine

Surface
spacing
0.25 in
0.125 in
0.0625 in
0.5 in
0.25 in
0.125 in

Min/max
ratio
1.0

0.5

Surface mesh
(faces)
12.9K
53.7K
211.0K
7.4K
24.7K
83.4K

NB vol. mesh
(nodes)
0.33M
1.33M
5.39M
0.19M
2.13M
5.39M

OB vol. mesh
(nodes)
3.0M
8.4M
24.1M
3.0M
8.4M
8.4M
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Table 2. Mesh statistics for ROBIN fuselage calculations; meshes generated automatically from CAD using prescribed
inputs.

(a) Type A coarse mesh - 12.9K faces

(b) Type B medium mesh - 24.7K faces

(c) Type A medium mesh - 53.7K faces
Figure 4. Auto-generated surfaced meshes for ROBIN fuselage calculations.

In addition to the fixed grid simulations, a simulation with adaptive surface grid is performed. This
simulation is started with the type B coarse mesh and adapted twice during the simulation to type B medium
mesh and type B fine mesh, subsequently. The entire process including surface and volume mesh generation
and solution interpolation from old to the new grid is done at runtime without any user intervention.
Calculations are performed in time-accurate mode using a time-step size of ∆t = 2.0 × 10−5 s. All
the simulations are done for 15000 time-steps. When the simulation is performed with adaptive surface
mesh, the adaptation is performed at time-steps 5000 and 10000. Within each time-step the mStrand
cases converged the full l2-norm residual (including turbulence quantities) by one order-of-magnitude, which
usually correlated to 4-6 dual-time subiterations per time-step. The flow is assumed to be fully turbulent
with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model used by all solvers.
The computed drag coefficient (CD ) for all the cases are given in Table 3. Also, reported are the free-air
calculated CD using OVERFLOW and elsA flow solvers, both structured grid codes. As the grid is refined,
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Figure 5. Dual-mesh used for ROBIN fuselage calculations.

Solver

Mesh Type
A

mStrand
B

OVERFLOW free-air43
elsA free-air43

Adaptive
-

Resolution
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Varies
Fine
Fine

CD
0.154
0.113
0.108
0.185
0.115
0.107
0.107
0.114
0.109

Table 3. Computed drag for ROBIN fuselage calculations.

the drag value approach the OVERFLOW/elsA result, thus validating the overall solution procedure. Inspite
of having lesser degrees of freedom, the type B fine mesh is able to predict a drag value comparable to the
type A fine mesh. Further, the drag value predicted from the mesh with adaptive surface tessellation also
converges to the expected value.
The solution interpolation from old grid to the new grid during adaptation is verified by plotting the
u-velocity contours on mid-plane slice in Fig. 6. The plot shows the solution transfer from type B medium
mesh to type B fine mesh at time-step 10000. The solution transfer appears to be visually clean without any
obvious differences.
Figure 7 shows the convergence history of drag coefficient for all the cases using type B mesh as well as
for the setup with adaptive mesh. Figure 7(a) gives a zoomed-out view and Fig. 7(b) gives a closer look for
a better view of convergence of the adaptive mesh case. The fixed grid cases are converged well by the end
of the simulation.The predicted drag for the adaptive mesh case is the same as the result using coarse mesh,
as it should be, till the first adaptation. Following the adaptation, there is a jump in the drag value. Such a
jump is expected because of drastic change to the mesh after adaptation. The drag values post-adaptation
quickly gets close to the values obtained using the corresponding fixed grid simulation. Overall, the results
show that the framework for handling runtime surface mesh adaptation is behaving as expected.
VI.A.1.

Timing

Table 4 shows the timing for various adaptation stages. The simulations were done on DoD HPCMP “Onyx”
HPC system, a Cray XC40/50 located at the Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC)
DSRC. Each node of Onyx contains Intel Xeon E5-2699v4 Broadwell processors with 44 cores per node, 128
GBytes of memory/node, and a clock rate of 2.8 GHz. The data presented in Table 4 is for the adaptation
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(a) Original solution

(b) Interpolated solution

Figure 6. Sectional velocity contours for ROBIN fuselage calculations

(a) Zoomed out

(b) Zoomed in

Figure 7. Convergence history of drag coefficient for ROBIN fuselage calculations

No. of CPU cores
Surface mesh generation
Volume mesh generation
Data interpolation
Initialization
Total

55
15.04
60.34
1.30
2.98
79.66

110
15.12
42.53
0.76
1.95
60.04

220
15.22
26.14
0.52
1.29
43.17

440
15.14
16.46
0.54
0.98
33.12

880
15.10
11.41
0.64
0.52
27.67

Table 4. Timing (in sec) for various adaptation stages in ROBIN fuselage calculation.

from type B medium mesh to the type B fine mesh at time-step 10000. The timing results are shown on
different number of CPU cores to understand the parallel scaling of the adaptation process. Note that the
timing presented under initialization includes initialization of new mesh, deletion of old mesh and other small
overhead costs. The surface mesh generation using Capstone is a serial process and therefore it’s timing is
independent of the number of CPU cores used. Both the volume mesh generation as well as the initialization
stages show speed up with the core count, though their parallel efficiency is seen to reduce with the increasing
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core count. The data interpolation process takes only a very small fraction of the total time taken in all core
counts. This process shows improved timing with core count till 220 cores, after which it does not show any
speed up. Clearly, the major portion of the total time is taken by the surface and volume mesh generation.
At this point, the surface mesh generation from Capstone is the main bottleneck in getting faster adaptation
process.
Comparing the above presented timing data with that for the flow solution will help understand the
feasibility of the adaptation process. The near-body solver mStrand takes 0.32 sec per iteration to solve the
type B medium mesh and 0.72 sec per iteration for the type B fine mesh, both run on the 220 CPU cores.
Since the number of off-body grid points are very similar for both the medium and fine type B mesh setups,
the off-body solution takes about 1.05 sec per iteration in both the cases, again on 220 cores. The time taken
by the adaptation process can be estimated to be 20 to 50 flow solver time-steps. For test cases that do not
require very frequent mesh adaptation, the cost associated with the adaptation process is quite reasonable,
considering the potential savings using the methodology.
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VI.B.

Transonic Flow Past ONERA M6 Wing

An initial demonstration of a solution based surface adaptation using strand grid framework is provided
using the transonic flow past ONERA M6 wing. The ONERA M6 wing experiment was originally described
in an AGARD report by Schmitt and Charpin.44 The experimental dataset has been widely used for CFD
validation studies due to the simple geometry of the M6 wing with complex flow features characterized by
the presence of lambda-shock on the top surface, which can be better resolved by clustering nodes around
those locations. Details about the wing and the flow characteristics is provided in Table 5.
Root chord, c
Aspect ratio, AR
Taper ratio, λ
Freestream Mach, M∞
Reynolds number, Rec
Angle of attack

0.806 m
3.8
0.56
0.84
14.6 × 106
3.06o

Table 5. Wing profile and operating conditions for ONERA M6 wing calculation.

The surface mesh is generated using the bladeGen utility at runtime. The baseline blade mesh has a
total of ∼ 22.9K surface nodes with ∼ 20.2K quadrilateral elements and ∼ 5.5K triangular elements. The
strand volume mesh goes out to 0.625c and has 61 nodes in the strand direction. The total number of strand
nodes used is ∼ 1.4 million. Figure 8(a) shows the surface grid and a sectional view of the strand volume

(a) Grid

(b) Sectional pressure contours

Figure 8. Mesh and sectional pressure for ONERA M6 wing simulation.
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(a) Surface pressure

(b) Adapted surface grid

Figure 9. Surface pressure and adapted surface grid for ONERA M6 wing simulation.

grid. A rounded tip cap is generated using the new feature added to bladeGen. The generated Cartesian
off-body grid has 1.6 million nodes. The simulation is run as a steady calculation for 10000 time-steps with
SA-RANS turbulence model in both the near and off-body solvers. Figure 8(b) shows the sectional pressure
contours obtained using the fixed grid setup at different spanwise locations. The contours clearly show that
the expected lambda-shock is captured.
In order to obtain a solution-based adapted surface mesh to capture the lambda-shock, the shock location
is identified using pressure Hessian on the surface within the mStrand solver and this information is provided
to the bladeGen utility. The bladeGen tool then redistributes various two-dimensional sectional grid to
create a finer surface spacing around the shock locations. The total number of surface nodes remain exactly
identical to the baseline grid along the span of the wing. However, the number of nodes in the root and tip
cap region can be different. But, the total number of nodes will be roughly constant after adaptation.
The simulation with adaptive surface mesh is run for 10000 steps with the adaptation starting at timestep 5000 and thereafter the mesh is adapted every 1000 steps. Figure 9 shows the surface pressure contours
predicted on the fixed grid as well as the final adapted surface grid. The surface mesh is seen to have adapted
reasonably well to the shock location. However, one can notice some oscillations in the adapted grid shock
front. Future improvements to the shock sensor would fix this issue.
Figure 10 shows the convergence history of the lift coefficient obtained from both the fixed and adaptive
grid simulations. The fixed grid result converge to a steady value. The lift coefficient for the adaptive case
also settle down fairly well to within 0.2% of the fixed grid value, but a small jump in the value is observed
at every adaptation step. Note that the jump observed at the adaptation step is much smaller for this
problem compared to the ROBIN fuselage case discussed in the previous section. The amount of jump is
also seen to diminish as the solution progresses, but it does not fully go away. The shock location and the
adapted grid were observed to change minimally through the end of the simulation. The issue could be again
related to deficiencies in the shock sensor and would be rectified in the future. Nevertheless, the simulation
demonstrates that the whole surface adaptation framework works as expected.
The improved shock capturing ability of the adapted grid is shown by plotting the sectional pressure
coefficient from both the fixed and the adaptive surface mesh simulations in Fig. 11. Also, plotted is the
experimental data provided in Schmitt and Charpin.44 The result from the fixed grid simulation look quite
satisfactory when compared to the experimental data. The result from the adaptive grid simulation looks
almost identical to the fixed grid simulation. In order to highlight the differences, Fig. 12 provides a close-up
view of the sectional pressure coefficient around the shock at two spanwise stations. The adapted grid can
be seen to capture the gradients across the shock much better.
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Figure 10. Convergence history of lift coefficient of for ONERA M6 wing simulation.

VI.B.1.

Timing

Table 6 shows the average timing for various adaptation stages in the ONERA M6 wing simulation computed on 220 cores of DoD HPCMP “Onyx” HPC system. The timing per iteration for the near and
off-body solution is also provided. The surface mesh generation using bladeGen is a serial process, similar
to the methodology using Capstone. But, the cost associated with the surface meshing using bladeGen is
much smaller. Therefore, the surface mesh generation process does not become a bottleneck to the parallel
scalability of the adaptation procedure until the core count becomes really large. The time taken for the
data interpolation as well as other overheads is relatively small as well. Comparing the time taken for the
adaptation process with the that of the flow solution, the adaptation process completes in a wall-clock time
equivalent to ∼ 30 iterations, which is again very reasonable.
Process
Surface mesh generation
Volume mesh generation
Data interpolation
Initialization
Total
Near-body solution (per step)
Off-body solution (per step)

Timing (in sec)
1.52
10.19
1.34
1.31
14.36
0.39
0.10

Table 6. Timing for various adaptation stages and flow solution for ONERA M6 wing simulation on 220 cores.

VII.

Concluding Remarks

The ultimate goal of the HPCMP CREATETM -AV Helios framework is to achieve full automation of
high-fidelity analysis capability and provide support during early stages of DoD’s new rotary-wing aircraft
acquisition programs. Helios employs a dual-mesh approach where a near-body grid resolves the boundary
layer flow and the rest of the domain is covered using an adaptive Cartesian grid. The strand grid framework
is being pursued as a viable approach to achieve automatic body conforming viscous mesh generation. Past
work by current authors have made advances in strand volume meshing and domain connectivity to handle
self-intersecting meshes that enable the strand technology to be used for very complex geometries. In
addition, a production-oriented, fully parallel, highly efficient, and robust multi-strand solver called mStrand
has been developed. More recently, an initial attempt was made towards automating the surface mesh
generation for simple fuselages and rotor blades.
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This work develops an infrastructure in the strand grid framework that can support fully automated
surface mesh adaptation. Adaptive meshes allow better use of the available degrees of freedom, either to im-

(a) y/R = 0.2

(b) y/R = 0.44

(c) y/R = 0.65

(d) y/R = 0.8

(e) y/R = 0.95

(f) y/R = 0.99

Figure 11. Comparison of sectional pressure coefficient at different spanwise location for ONERA M6 wing with the
results from Schmitt and Charpin.44
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(a) y/R = 0.44

(b) y/R = 0.8

Figure 12. Close-up view of sectional pressure coefficient around the shock at two spanwise location for ONERA M6
wing.

prove the solution accuracy provided a given amount of computational resource or reduce the computational
cost required to attain a desired accuracy. The use of solution-based mesh adaptation in the near-body grid
also improves the overall automation process by removing the need for any human knowledge about the flow
solution. The developed infrastructure handles various stages of the surface adaptation process such as runtime generation of a new mesh, interpolation of solution from the old mesh to the new mesh and application
of any underlying mesh motion/deformation. The framework ensures that the solution procedure continues
seamlessly on the new mesh after adaptation without any human intervention. The framework does not yet
support the step that determines the sizing field and our future work will focus towards that.
The developed framework was verified by performing uniform surface mesh refinement on the ROBIN
fuselage. In addition, an initial demonstration of a solution-based surface mesh refinement was provided
for the ONERA M6 wing configuration. Overall, the results show that the framework was able to handle
runtime surface mesh adaptation as expected. The adapted grid demonstrated improved shock capturing
ability for the ONERA M6 wing configuration. A parallel scaling study showed that all the processes, except
the surface mesh generation, in the adaptation procedure show speed ups with increasing CPU core count.
However, their parallel efficiency decrease as the core count increases. The data interpolation process was
found to take a very small fraction of the total time. At this point, surface meshing, especially when starting
from CAD, is the main bottleneck in getting faster adaptation process. Nevertheless, the adaptation process
was found to take a wall-clock time of 20 to 50 flow solver time-steps in both the cases. For test cases
that do not require very frequent mesh adaptation, the cost associated with the adaptation process is quite
reasonable, considering the potential savings using the methodology.
As a closing remark, adaptive meshes clearly show promise towards complete automation of flow solution.
In the future, the framework developed in this work will be equipped with the ability to determine surface
mesh sizing either using a Hessian-based metric and/or an output-based error estimate and also with the
capability to handle near-body volume mesh adaptation using a patch-based AMR technique.
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